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Leavenworth rehab completion shakes

things up; brings program enhancements

Hospitality House’s original building of

more than 45 years has recently

completed the final phase of its

rehabilitation.  Last year’s

Annual Newsletter show-

cased the main work and

redesign of the second-

floor Shelter facility and the

installation of  an elevator to all

floors, among other enhancements.

The second and final phase of  the

project addressed a number of  external structural and

cosmetic needs, including patching concrete, painting,

and replacing windows.  “It was a long process,” said

Jackie Jenks, executive director.  “But we know the

investment means that our participants and shelter

residents will enjoy a more pleasant and user-friendly

space for years to come.”

Program moves
When the project began, the ground-floor facility had

long been home to the Community Arts Program (CAP).

Originally, its relocation to the current site at 1009

Market Street was temporary.  When the community

response to the CAP’s new location was so overwhelm-

The Community Arts
Program was founded in

1969 and serves more
than 2,000 community

artists and residents each
year.  Learn more at

www.hospitalityhouse.org

Community Arts Program is in demand

With its surging popularity on Market Street, Hospitality

House’s Community Arts Program (CAP) has been in high

demand this year!  While the program hosts regularly

scheduled exhibitions throughout the

year at its combination studio/gallery

space located at 1009 Market

Street, a number of  community

organizations, corporate

partners, and other entities

have requested exhibition

opportunities at their own spaces.

“It’s great for the program because it

exposes people from all backgrounds to the studio and

highlights its importance,” said Ivan Vera, CAP manager.

“It also helps generate income for artists who keep 100%

of  the money from the sale of  their work at all of  our

non-fundraising exhibitions.”  The benefit of  relocating to

Market Street and increasing outside exhibitions has meant

a significant increase in exhibition sales that directly

benefit artists.  Last year, artists collectively made more the

$5,000 from these events.

Recent exhibitions have taken place all over San Francisco,

including a private silent auction for employees of  our

corporate partner BlackRock in July and a recent show at

Hospitality House rented
146 Leavenworth Street
from the same family since
1967, who offered us first
opportunity to buy when
they decided to sell the
property in 2007.
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All of  the recent attention being paid to the Mid-Market revitalization has me thinking about

how much the Tenderloin has changed in Hospitality House’s 46-year history and how we

have grown and adapted to meet the neighborhood’s needs over the years. In 1967, the

Tenderloin was the gay Mecca. Youth flocked here from all over to be out and accepted,

often ending up homeless and on the streets in the process. Hospitality House was founded

then to meet the needs of  this group, providing a safe haven from the elements and the vice

traffic the youth found themselves entangled in.

By the early 1980s, the burgeoning homeless crisis due to federal housing cuts meant a new

set of  struggles for the neighborhood, along with a new sea of  faces. Community

organizations put our resources together to try and meet the need for basic shelter to bring

folks in out of  the cold. Unfortunately, what was once thought to be a temporary problem has persisted, and without

restoration of  federal funding for housing, or enough state and local support to make up for the loss, homelessness is now

very much the status quo.

Since the 1990s, the neighborhood has also increasingly struggled with its status as a containment zone for drug dealing,

prostitution, and vice traffic. The high concentration of  street activity this policy creates has had a profound impact on the

thousands of  children, families, seniors, and others who call the Tenderloin home. Despite this reality, Hospitality House has

long made it our goal to build on the positive strengths of  the neighborhood and provide alternatives to life on the streets.

We now face a watershed moment with very different challenges, as the development in the Mid-Market area quickly takes

shape. While we have worked tirelessly to keep up with the changes and to safeguard against the much-feared displacement

and eroding of  the neighborhood’s culture, real concerns remain. How do we assure that the housing stock stays affordable

to poor and homeless residents of  the neighborhood? How do we support community organizations that care for the

residents here? How will those new to the neighborhood embrace and contribute to the community’s unique and diverse

culture over the long term? How can current residents gain the maximum benefit from all of  this change?

Hospitality House accepts the inevitability of  change, and we embrace opportunities to improve the neighborhood for the

residents who live here - but we remain cautious. Already, several of  our non-profit partners have been displaced from

Market Street and the surrounding area because of  dramatic rent increases or changes in the use of  their buildings. New

cafes, restaurants, and entertainment venues have opened, but many are too expensive for our participants and staff. Housing

development in the area is being marketed for employees of  the tech industry and other higher income residents while those

who are homeless suffer on our streets.

While there are some ideas being considered in City Hall to mitigate the squeeze on non-profits, the sweeping changes in

Mid-Market are on the fast track. We all need to stay engaged in the process to do what we can to guard against the type of

change that has turned so many other communities into playgrounds for the rich and powerful while pushing out the poor

and working class folks who lived there for decades. The Tenderloin is one of  the final frontiers for the city’s low-income

residents. We hope you will continue to join us in this struggle to preserve its unique place in San Francisco’s landscape.

Jackie Jenks is the Executive
Director of Hospitality House

She can be reached at:
jjenks@hospitalityhouse.org

415.749.2113

We’re still the Tenderloin
by Jackie Jenks
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Magnet, a queer men’s health and community center in the

Castro.  Other outside exhibitions have included 111 Minna

Gallery, the San Francisco AIDS Foundation, the Castro

Starbucks, and a group mural project at Freespace.  A

number of  other organizations have also requested shows

or exhibitions.  “We entertain outside exhibitions as we

can,” said Vera.  “We are a relatively small operation, and

our priority is the day-to-day operations of  the studio and

gallery, but we do enjoy bringing our art into the community

when we can make schedules work.”

The best way to see new work produced by artists of  the

program is to visit the CAP at its 1009 Market Street

location.  Its normal business hours are Monday, Wednes-

day, and Friday from 1pm - 6pm and Tuesday and Thursday

from 10am - 3pm.  Current shows run from 30 - 90 days,

depending on the show, and pieces are available for view

and purchase anytime during normal business hours or

during announced artist receptions and other events.

Upcoming Exhibition:
Annual Holiday Sale
November 15, 2013 - January 10, 2014
Opening Reception:  Friday, November 15, 5pm - 7pm
Join us for great gifts and greeting cards that give
back to the community!

For more information on CAP events, visit
www.hospitalityhouse.org

City attempts to make chess players the
pawn; Chess players respond: Checkmate

For more than 35 years, chess players have gathered near the

Powell Street BART station for friendly matches.  A few

weeks ago, without warning, the city decided to displace the

players, citing drug dealing and gambling in the area sur-

rounding the games.

On October 6th, members of  Hospitality House’s Commu-

nity Building Program (CBP) joined the chess players and

other activists for a “Chess-In” community action in protest

of  disruption of  the games.

An important cultural and social component in the neigh-

borhood, the largely homeless and poor group of  chess

enthusiasts have met regularly for friendly and incident-free

matches almost daily.  Hospitality House will continue to

work with residents and the city to advocate that public

sidewalks remain open and available for all residents.

The Brass Liberation Orchestra performs at a recent
“Chess-In” in protest of the shut down of public chess
games near Powell Street BART.  Hospitality House’s
Community Building Program came out in support of the
chess players and community residents.

Photo by Tess Davis

Community Arts Program is in demand

(continued from Page One)
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A crowd of art enthusiasts attend one of the CAP’s Artist Receptions



ingly positive, resulting in significantly

increased sales for artists and attendance at

exhibitions, we were able to make the

temporary location our permanent home.

With the shelter back to normal operations,

the newly-available 3,000 square foot space

on the first floor provided an opportunity

for Hospitality House to re-think its service

configuration.

This past May, we moved our largest pro-

gram, the Tenderloin Self-Help Center

(TSHC) from its location at 290 Turk Street

to the newly-renovated space.  “The move

allowed for more space - it’s that simple,”

said Jenny Collins, program director.  “We

not only have the large open main floor for

our drop-in, but we have a mezzanine for

more private case management services, and

a fully renovated basement that houses our

employment resource center and all of  our

mental health services with the Harm

Reduction Therapy Center.”  The new space

is also more aesthetically-pleasing, with more

light, open space, and better air flow.

That move allowed Hospitality House’s Community

Building Program (CBP) to take the entire first floor of

the 290 Turk Street building for its community organizing,

leadership development, and support services for housing

activities.  Previously, the CBP had been sharing the cramped

quarters with the TSHC.  “The new space allows for a lot

more flexibility, especially when we are doing larger trainings

or organizing activities,” said Joe Wilson,

CBP manager.

While reorganizing programs that have long

been associated with a specific location can

be rather confusing at first, the move was

facilitated with our participants in mind.  The

fact that the two facilities are also within one

block from each other has also helped make

the transition easier for everyone.

Hospitality House thanks everyone who

supported our effort to purchase and up-

grade 146 Leavenworth --  from the explor-

atory committee that formed in 2007 to

assess our ability to make the purchase and

upgrades, to the State of  California and Low

Income Investment Fund for initial financ-

ing, and the teams at Lerner and Associates

and Asian Neighborhood Design who led

various phases of  the project.  We would also

like to thank AmOne Corp. who was the

general contractor on the project and Natalie

Bonnewit for managing the entire project for

Hospitality House.

Finally, we would like to thank our participants, staff, and

shelter residents for remaining patient through all of the

inconvenience of  the project, and our private funders who

contributed to our capital campaign.  Thank you!

2007:
Funding secured from the
State of California and

LIIF to purchase building

2008:
146 Leavenworth

purchased

2009:
Funding secured for bulk

of project rehab

2010:
Construction begins.
CAP moves to Market

Street

2012:
Internal construction

complete

2013:
External construction

complete.  TL Self-Help
Center relocates.

146
Leavenworth
Rehab
Timeline

Programs shuffle amidst completion of Leavenworth rehabilitation project
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BUDGET ADVOCACY WORKGROUP
Every year, Hospitality House joins a coalition of  other service providers and advocates to

address cuts to San Francisco’s web of  social services.  The Budget Advocacy Workgroup’s

purpose is to educate staff  about City budget advocacy efforts, increase Hospitality House’s

capacity to support efforts that preserve and improve community-based services, and build

staff  confidence and skills in speaking out on behalf  of  our participants and the community.

A recent study indicated that nearly 30% of  homeless people identify as lesbian, gay, bisexul,

transgender, or queer.  Hospitality House’s LGBT workgroup is charged with developing

internal resources available at each of  its locations specific to this population, build partner-

ships with organizations that serve and advocate for this community, and create internal

standards that promote safety and better understanding of LGBTQ people utilizing Hospital-

ity House’s services.

HOUSING & HOMELESSNESS WORKGROUP

Hospitality House believes that housing is a human right and that efforts to criminalize

homelessness only further the trauma experienced by homeless and poor people.  The

Housing & Homelessness Workgroup’s focus is to support CA-AB5 - the Homeless Bill of

Rights, advocate for better affordable housing, and build coalitions with organizations that

advocate for homeless rights and fair affordable housing.

LOCAL HIRE  WORKGROUP

With all of  the new businesses moving into the neighborhood, how can local residents

receive the greatest benefit?  How can we bridge the gap so hiring from the community

becomes a priority?  The Local Hire Workgroup is building connections with other local hire

advocates, developing strategies to reach out to local businesses, and assessing how Hospital-

ity House can best prepare job-seekers to take advantage of  new employment opportunities.

LGBTQ WORKGROUP

ANTI-DISPLACEMENT WORKGROUP

At a retreat last year,
Hospitality House staff
committed to working

together on a wide
range of topics currently

of interest to them, our
participants, and the

community.  Out of this
effort, five staff-led

workgroups formed to
strategize about how we

can best incorporate
these issues into our

day-to-day work.

The Anti-Displacement Social Justice group meets to discuss the progress along the Mid-

Market corridor and to strategize how to maintain an all-inclusive Market Street during all the

new developments.  The group is exploring issues such as non-profit sustainability, the future

of  neighborhood-serving small businesses, and the preservation of  housing stock for poor

and working class people.

Members of the LGBTQ Workgroup
at their monthly meeting

Hospitality House
Workgroups address
community concerns
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INCOME*:

Federal Funding    $316,337

State Funding     $1,061,027

Local Funding      $1,750,191

Foundations     $61,085

Corporations     $11,843

Individual & Other     $166,196

TOTAL INCOME:   $3,366,679

EXPENSES*:

Program Personnel    $2,102,567

Admin. Personnel    $191,056

Client Services     $168,732

Office & Facility     $405,615

Fundraising     $7,364

Admin & Other   $384,154

TOTAL EXPENSES:  $3,259,488

NET:    $107,191**

Tenderloin Self-Help Center
Number of  individuals served: 22,862
Total cumulative visits to the program: 77,073
Number of  participants engaged in case
management plans to address their housing,
benefits, substance use and mental health
treatment, medical care, money management, or
legal assistance:  157
Number of  participants engaged in case
management who reduced harmful behaviors:
134
Number of  participants enrolled in case
management who obtained “positive
placements” in housing, employment, school, or
a job training:  67
Number of  participants receiving case
management developing an action plan for
achieving employment goals and barrier
remediation, individualized and group
engagement strategies, job readiness assistance
and training, and connections to support
services:  35
Number of  participants who were directly
placed into an OEWD Sector Academy or
successfully enrolled in an accredited vocational
training program or other postsecondary
educational degree or certificate program:  10
Number of  participants directly placed into
appropriate employment:  12

Shelter Program
Number of  men receiving emergency shelter,
food, and hygiene services:  605
Number of  residents receiving extended case

management services to help them address their
individual barriers to stability:  60
Number of  residents moved into independent
housing, with family or friends, or into a mental
health or substance use treatment facility:  12
Number of residents who also addressed their
health care needs – including accessing
substance use treatment, mental health care, or
primary medical care:  11

Community Arts Program
Number of  artists utilizing the program:  2,701
Total cumulative visits to the program:  8,241
Number of  fine art workshops held:  191
Number of  creative writing workshops held:  10
Number of exhibitions held last year at the
CAP studio and other locations throughout San
Francisco:  11

Sixth Street Self-Help Center
Number of  individuals served: 6,017
Total cumulative visits to the program:  22,258
Number of  participants engaged in case
management who developed case plans to
address their individual needs, including
housing, benefits advocacy, substance abuse and
mental health treatment, medical care,
budgeting and money management, and legal
assistance:  82
Number of  participants, through group and/or
individual case management services,
implemented strategies to reduce harmful

behaviors:  82
Number of  participants enrolled in case
management who obtained “positive
placements” in housing, employment, school, or
a job training program:  31
Number of  senior activity events held:  30
Number of  older adults who participated in
these activities:  30

Community Building Program
Number of  community members who
participated in community events: 199
Number of  participants who received a mental
health screening:  151
Number of  participants receiving mental health
screenings who returned for follow up therapy
or medical services:  106
Number of  interns enrolled in the Healing,
Organizing and Leadership Development
(HOLD) stipended community organizing
internship program:  17
Number of  current or former interns who
organized or presented at a community event,
showcasing the skills learned from the
internship experience:  18
Number of  individuals, including adults and
older adults age 55 and above, who received
case management through the Supportive
Services for Housing component of  the
program to support them in obtaining,
improving, or retaining housing:  70
Number of  participants obtained, improved, or
retained housing:  24

2012-13

FINANCIAL & PROGRAM DATA

*Financials represent unaudited totals.  Hospitality
House’s annual audit will be published by the end of the
calendar year.
**Includes  accrued capital funding that has not yet been
released
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$25,000+
George H. Sandy
     Foundation

$10,000+99
Twitter

$1,000+ - 9,999
ABC 7 - KGO TV/DT
Lasca Alekseevna
Anonymous (3)
Ardea Fund
BlackRock
David Brown
Joanna Bueche &
     Tim Pueyo
Adamo Campagna
Braden Cerutti
Jason Cook
Michael Deeb
Adeline DeForest
Gregory J. Dowdall
James Frederick
Shirley & Bill Freeman
David Friedman &
     Paulette Meyer
Doug Gary
Genentech Employee
     Giving Program
Jack Fischer Gallery
Justin Giarla
Dennis Gibbons &
     Lisa Erdberg
John P. Grossmann
Margaret E. Haas
James C. Hormel
Dennis Kane
Brandon Jew
Joseph & Kathleen
     Jolson
Stuart Kogod
Macaire Kilkenny
Lisa & Douglas
     Goldman Fund
Cynthia Moore Miller
Leslie Morgan
Michelle Peckham
Anthony Porter
Merle and Leslie
     Rabine
Maria Rocchio
Jason Rodrigues
San Francisco Federal
     Credit Union
SF Pride Celebration
Lucia & Peter Sommers
Piero Spadaro
Eric & Brenda Sullivan
Roselyne Swig
Kem Eva Theilig
Nicole Torres
Walter and Elise
     Haas Fund
Karen Weil & Mark
     Morris
Aynur Westen

$500+$500 - 999
Anonymous (3)
Vincent Bartz
Johanna & Thomas R.
     Baruch

Laura Beckett and
     Ralph L. Gnauck
Katherine Begell
Barbara Blundell
Jeanie Bunker
Melissa Callison
Calvary Presbyterian
     Church
Chevron Humankind
     Campaign
Community Housing
     Partnership
Elisabeth Doerr
Alex Falcioni
Kim Ferreira
Aoife & Chris Gleason
Daniel Hlad &
     Sean Greene
Google Matching Gifts
Mark Hansen
Greg Haretos
Jayson Jaynes
Steve Linden
James Loyce, Jr.
     and Nancy Rubin
Lynn D. W. Luckow
Robert A. Meadows
     & Craig Stein
Leslie Morgan
Northern California
     Community Loan
     Fund
Timonthy Peterson
Matthew Pfile
Robert W. Prentice
Mark Rabine &
      Lydia Chaves
Maria Rocchio
Robert Scott Sardy,
     Ph.D.
Erin Jenks Sarver
     & Todd Sarver
Randy Shaw &
     Laney Feingold
Glenn Stoller
Stephen C. Wagner
Rev. John Weems
Margot Weil
Betty & Gary Wiley
Diane Wilsey

$100+99
Andrea Schwartz
     Gallery
Sunny Angulo
ARCH Drafting
     Supplies
Joe Armenia
Anonymous (2)
David & Julie Averill
Marie L. Bartee
Anna Berg
Mara Blitzer
Steve L. Blumlein &
     Arlyne Charlip
Barbara Blundell
Natalie Bonnewit &
     Matthew Myers
Ruth Braunstein
BTR Capital
     Management
Peter Bull

Laurel Connell &
     Jerry Smith
Ryan Drebin
James R. Eitel
Craig B. Etlin & Leslie
     A. Gordon
Jennifer Farris &
     Rab Terry
Kelly & Gary Fayaud
Carol Field
Karen Gruneisen
Dana Haasz
Cynthia Hodges
Jonathan Foulk
Karin Flood
June & Howard Fraps
James Frederick
Folsom Street Events
Glenn Hunt &
     Ellen Garber
Alison F. Geballe
Harm Reduction
     Therapy Center
Thomas Heavey
Stephen Heller &
     Therese Hickey
Robert Herman &
     Susie Coliver
Elizabeth Hewson
Adrienne Hirt &
     Jeffrey Rodman
Kenneth Hodges
Lisa Honig
Victor &
     Lorraine Honig
Glenda Briscoe Hope
Kress Jack
Jeffrey D. Jenks
Mary Jenks
William &
     Barbara Jenks
Bud & Fran Johns
Robert Johnson
S. David & Amy Kalish
Jeremy Kamras
Mary Y. Kawahira
Susan Katz
Supervisor Jane Kim
Sean Kline &
     Philip Beers
Lyndsey Konrad
Diane Krantz
Hannah Kraybill
Erin Larsen
Ralph & Sandy Larson
Sue Lebeck
Jonathan L. Livingston
Miriam & John
     Mangini
Laura Martinez-Fonts
Martha D. McKenna
Tara Medve
Maria Meyer
Judith & Walter Miller
Ernest K. Montague
Elisabeth Montgomery
     & Eugene Tsui
Richard Nelson
David & Inge Nevins
Sammy T. Obaid
Randy Parker

Mary J. Parrish
Rachel Patterson
Mark Pearsall
Rainbow Grocery
     Cooperative
Michael Ritter
Arlene Rocchio
Jolene & James
     Rocchio
Michael Ruiz
Joel Sachs
Celia Sampayo
Catherine Sanders
Robert Scott
     Sardy, Ph.D.
Laura Schuler
John Shulman &
     Susan Uecker
Yon Sim
Andrew Sommer &
     Martín Anguas
Sports Basement, Inc.
Jenise Standfield
Tania Stepanian
Mary Stoddard
Mary K. Stofflet
Richard & Margaret
     Stuart
STUDIO Gallery
Tenderloin
     Neighborhood
     Development Corp.
James Terry
Underground Eyewear
Ivan Vera
Urban Solutions
Cheryl Ward
Robert L. Weiner
Paula Weinstock &
     Robert Linderman
Caryl Welborn &
     Lucien Ruby
David Werdegar, M.D.
Marla Westover
Dale Whiteaker-Lewis
William Whitfield
Winston Gallery
Timothy Wolfred
Paul Ybarbo
Michael Yochum
Alanna Zrimsek

$1+$1 - 99
Tom Alvarez
Accurate Printing
George & Kitsy
     Anagnostou
Anonymous (5)
TJ Basa &
     Rupert Estanislao
Amanda Basler
Hannah Blitzer
Paul Boden
Leonard Broberg
Jessica Brown
Juanita Carron
Justin Castello
Glenn & Ann Cohen
Tina Laver Coplan
Darwin Café
Ruth Crosby
Will Daley

Porter Davis
Heather Delagi
Fabiola De Leon
Peter Dennehy
Cristina Deptula
Nick Duggan
Suzanne Dwight
Donna Ficorrotta
Wilmer Fong
Danielle Evans
Ian Gill
David Golden
Roselle Gozali
Mark Hedin
Maria Heffernan
Raymond & Catherine
     Hehman
Dr. Craig &
     Deborah Hoffman
IBM Employee
     Services Center
Gavin Jeffries
Jackie Jenks &
     Jay Johnson
Jeremy Kamras
Gary & Ilene Katz
Emily R. Kelly
Max C. Kirkeberg
Joseph & Carole
     La Torre
Feralee &
     Charles Levin
Suzanne Ludlum
Peter Lungreen
Michael Matassa
Athena McEwan
Rebecca C. McKee
Michele Moretti
Kevin Mosley
Jan Pan
Penelope Pahl
Amanda Peistrup
Mark Peschel
Radka Pulliam
Mara Raider
Peter V. Rengstorff
Elisabeth & Dennis
     Rodrigues
Donald & Sharon
     Rogers
Melanie Ross
Cheryl Ruby
Sheryl Rush
San Francisco Tour
     Guide Guild
James R. Scoville
Laurie Segal
Shelly Sella &
     Julie Litwin
Peter Stern &
     Holly Badgley
Robynn Takayama
Cheryl Terrell
Jose Torres
Jacquline P. Tulsky
Kelly Jane Walsh
Mary Ann White
Erika & Harold E.
     Wilde
Dan Wilkowsky
Joseph Wilson &

     Cheri Putnam

IN-KIND:
ABC 7 - KGO TV/DT
Accurate Printing
AMC - Metreon
American
Conservatory Theatre
Andrea Schwartz
     Gallery
Art Ltd., Inc.
Asian Art Museum
Bay City Bike Rentals
Berkeley Repetory
     Theatre
BlackRock
Blue & Gold Fleet
Blue Plate Restaurant
Natalie Bonnewit
Chandler Fine Art &
     Framing
Charles Zukow &
     Associates
Cheap Peets Frames
Cole Hardware
Connell-Smith Fine
     Art Services
Contemporary
     Jewish Museum
Dempsey Partners, Inc.
diPetro Salon
Dolby Chadwick
     Gallery
Firehouse 8
Flax Art & Design
Frames on Third
Golden State Warriors
Green Apple Books
Hang Art
Michelle Leshner
Michael Thompson
     Framing
Pier 39
San Francisco Ballet
SF MOMA
San Francisco Opera
San Francisco Zoo
Shoe Shine Wine
Six Flags
     Discovery Kingdom
Sterling Art Services
Glenn Stoller
STUDIO Gallery
Toomey-Tourell
     Fine Art
Underglass Framing
Cheryl & Charles
     Ward
Sandy Weil
White Walls & the
     Shooting Gallery
Twitter
Visual AID
Yoga Tree
Zendesk

Thank you to all of the
artists, galleries,

donors, community
partners, and others

who support us!

IN-KIND

Thank you to our wonderful 2012-13 donors and in-kind supporters
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